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In order to attain the optical pulses with high frequency, the pulse-width must be very short. In practical systems, passive Q-switching is mainly regarded
as one of the main methods to generate the short optical pulses. In passive Q-switching method, the optical pulses are generated by using laser parameters
and therefore, the external electrical or optical modulators are not required to generate the optical pulses. This issue is regarded as the advantage of the
passive Q-switching method compared to the other methods. In this paper, a model for two-section passive Q-switching diode laser is proposed. In the
suggested method, the changing rates of the carriers are obtained in two regions by solving the equations. As well, by applying this mechanism, the pulse
generation is described. Furthermore, the pulse width is achieved and it is demonstrated that the pulse width depends on the physical parameters of the
laser.
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Proračun kratkih optičkih impulsa pomoću pasivnog diodnog lasera Q-uključivanja s dva dijela
Izvorni znanstveni članak
Kako bi se dobili optički impulsi visoke frekvencije, širina impulsa mora biti vrlo kratka. U praktičnim sustavima pasivno Q-uključivanje se smatra
jednom od glavnih metoda za generiranje kratkih optičkih impulsa. U metodi pasivnog Q-uključivanja optički se impulsi generiraju parametrima lasera i
stoga eksterni električni ili optički modulatori nisu potrebni za generiranje optičkih impulsa. To se smatra prednošću metode pasivnog Q-uključivanja u
usporedbi s drugim metodama. U ovom se radu predlaže pasivni diodni laser Q-uključivanja s dva dijela. U predloženoj se metodi brzina promjene
prijenosnika postiže u dva područja rješavanjem jednadžbi. Isto tako, primjenom ovog mehanizma opisuje se generiranje impulsa. Nadalje, postiže se
širina impulsa i pokazuje da širina impulsa ovisi o fizikalnim parametrima lasera.
Ključne riječi: brzina promjene prijenosnika; diodni laser; matematičko modeliranje; kratki optički impulsi; pasivno Q-uključivanje s dva dijela
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Introduction

The first successful demonstration of a semiconductor
laser took place in 1962. Two years later Lasher proposed
a two-section bistable laser consisting of a Fabry-Perot
injection laser with two electrically isolated p-contacts.
Passive Q-switching diode lasers have two sections: one
section, which is longer and forward, biased, is called
optical gain, and the other section, which is smaller and
reverse biased, is called saturable absorber, which
generates optical pulses. In fact, saturable absorber part
absorbs the generated photons in gain section until it
saturates and then no longer photons are absorbed, then
the optical pulses are generated at this time. With photons
emission, carriers decrease in gain region and gain value
is decreased.

than the losses and optical pulses are generated until gain
value is lower than loss value and optical pulses are cut
off [1÷4]. This optical switching is based on the
mechanism of controlling the reflectivity of the FabryPerot saturable absorber, while operating at its resonant
wavelength, by the pump Power [5÷7]. Fig. 1 shows the
schematic of a passive Q-switching two-section
semiconductor laser. In Fig. 1, there are gain and
saturable absorber lengths, respectively [10].
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Mathematical models and pulse-width calculation

Mathematical models which can be written for
passive Q-switching semiconductor laser, contain three
nonlinear differential equations. The equations show the
rate changes of carriers in gain and absorber sections and
the rate of changes of photons in gain region [9].

dn1
J n1
=
− − v g a1 (n1 − N g1 ) S ,
dt
ed t 1

(1)

n
dn2
= − 2 + v g a 2 ( N g 2 − n2 ) S , ,
dt
t2

(2)

1
dS
= [Γvg f1a1 (n1 − N g1 ) − Γvg f 2 a2 ( N g 2 − n2 ) −
]S . (3)
t ph
dt
Figure 1 Schematic of a passive Q-Switching two section laser

At the same time, carriers in absorber section are
bleached until decreased to saturated values.
Nevertheless, because the decreasing losses are much
higher than the decreasing gain, the gain value is larger
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In above equation, n1 and n2 show the carrier's density
of gain and absorber sections, S indicates the photon
density, τ1 and τ2 are the carriers lifetime,vg is the group
velocity, J is current density, d is active layer width, and e
is electron charge. Ng1 and Ng2 are the carriers density of
gain and absorber in threshold lasing section,
respectively. f1 and f2 are the gain and absorber lengths
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and Γ is confinement factor. As well, a1 and a2 are the
differential gain and absorber coefficients and calculated
as follows:

a1 =

∂a
∂g
, a2 =
∂n2
∂n1
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absorber sections in terms of time, which is shown in Fig.
2.

(4)

where g and α are gain and absorber coefficient. The
pulse shape which is considered for optical pulses in
solving the equations is:

τ
S (τ ) = p sec h 2  ,
τ 

(5)

where τ is pulse width and p is pulse amplitude. For
solving these equations, we assume that the pulse width is
short compared to repetition rate. Also, the laser is lasing
in single frequency and the changes of the carriers and
photons in all direction are negligible. In the optical pulse
generation, losses change very fast. In the initial time of
pulse, loss is decreased rapidly and them it will be
constant. Therefore, one can obtain from equation (2) the
carrier density in absorber section [10]:
n2 (τ ) =

v g a2 N g 2 S
.
1
v g a2 S +

(6)

τ2

Figure 2 The changes of carriers along time in gain region (a) and
absorber region (b)

Also in this range, since many photons are generated
in the gain region, one can write the equation (1) as
follow:

dn1
≅ −v g a1 (n1 − N g1 ) S .
dt

(7)

One answer for above differential equation is as
follows:



t
n1 (t ) = N g1 + n0 exp − v g a1 pt 1 + tan h 

t


 
 ,
 

Figure 3 The changes of the photons density in terms of time

(8)

where n0 is a constant value and can be obtained from the
solution of the equations. With substituting equations (5)
to (8) in equation (3) one can obtain the pulse width as
follows [10]:

τ=

3

2τ ph
1 + τ ph v g Γf 2 a 2 N g 2




Γτ 2 v g f 2 a 22 N g 2
×

a12
 a −
  1 Γτ v f a 2 N
2 g 2 2 g2





− 1. (9)
 
 
 
 

Results and graphs

By using the relations, which were obtained before,
one can obtain the changes of carriers in gain and
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Figure 4 The changes of the pulse width in terms of the carrier's lifetime
in absorber section

It is observed in Fig. 2 that from the beginning of the
generation of the optical pulse the carrier's density in
absorber section is increased and in threshold lasing the
carriers are decreased rapidly because so many photons
are generated in gain section. The changes of the photons
density in terms of time is shown in Fig. 3.
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The optical pulse width in passive Q-switching
semiconductor lasers is changed in terms of the carrier's
lifetime in absorber section. This change is shown in Fig.
4.

Figure 5 The changes in the pulse width in terms of the differential gain
in gain section (a) and the differential gain in absorber section

As stated before, while the optical pulses are emitted,
the saturable absorber is saturated and it can no longer
absorb the photons from the gain region. Therefore, when
the carriers lifetime in saturable absorber is high, the
saturable time is also increased and the time to generate
pulses and therefore the pulse width is increased. By width
changing, the differential gain in the gain and absorber
sections and the optical pulse width in the passive Qswitching semiconductor lasers are changed. These
changes are shown in Fig. 5.
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Conclusions

This paper addressed a new and optimal mechanism
to generate the optical pulse in passive Q-switching diode
laser. The passive Q-switching diode laser is mainly
considered as one of the most important sources to
generate short optical pulses. Furthermore, a
mathematical formulation was derived for optical pulsewidth which can be used in further studies. Many issues
about pulse-width changing were investigated, e.g. the
changes of the pulse-width in terms of carrier's lifetime in
absorber section were thoroughly studied and simulated.
Moreover, the changes of the pulse-width in terms of the
differential gain in two sections of the lasers were
completely investigated.
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